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Abstract: Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) method can achieve a lower null level of beamforming compared to
the Conventional Beamformer (CBF) method. It can not only minimize the array system mean output power but also maintain a
distortion less response to desired signal as it adaptively depends on sample data. The effect of errors in beamforming analysis is
applied using MVDR and CBF method. The errors include variance of weight and steering vector with different input SIR. These
errors can affect the performance of array system’s mean output power and SINR for both CBF and MVDR. However, the MVDR
method has more robust characteristics compared to the CBF method in the case of slight errors. The errors analysis also shows that
factors of variance can weaken the performance of MVDR beamformer for suppressing clutters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Array beamforming has been widely applied in radar, sonar, acoustics, communications and various media sound
imagings. Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) method has a characteristic of adaptive beamforming
which depends on the array sample data. MVDR beamformer is known as the modified Capon beamformer for his
original work [1], and then a variety of beamforming methods have been researched for decreasing the clutters or noise
[2 - 9]. As compared to regular beamformer method, such as Conventional Beamformer (CBF) method, MVDR method
can get smaller array mean output power and lower null level of interference degree with the prescribed threshold [6].
The critical point of MVDR beamformer is to calculate weights which may relate to singular matrix problem. Diagonal
loading technique and covariance matrix estimation errors were already discussed in reference [7 - 9]. However,
weights of MVDR are related to some factors including steering vector errors, phase shifter errors, random phase errors,
uncertainty about the position of any array element and the effect of a finite number of samples, etc. [10, 11]. In this
paper, classic error analysis is applied by both MVDR and CBF method. Compared with CBF method, MVDR
beamformer has a better performance with same weight errors. In section 2, signal model and array system parameters
are described. The comparison of beam pattern between MVDR and CBF methods is also presented. In section 3, two
cases of errors which can affect the performance of array output are discussed using CBF and MVDR methods. Finally,
a brief conclusion and plans for future work are listed.
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2. SIGNAL MODEL AND THEORY
2.1. Signal Model
Assuming N terminations of channels form a uniform linear array (ULA), x =[x1, x2...xN]T is the signal input, t is
time, w =[w1, w2...wN]T are corresponding weights, and the signal model is expressed as
x (t )  s0 (t )  i (t )  n (t )

(1)

Then the output composed by the ULA can be given by
H

S ( t )  w x (t )

(2)

Where (.)H denotes the conjugate transpose, (.)T denotes transpose, n(t) is the random noise, s0 (t) and i(t) are the
desired signal and unwanted interference, respectively. So the output power can be obtained as
H

H

p (t )  w x (t ) x (t ) w

(3)

From (2) and (3), we can get the mean output power of the array system expressed as
H

H

p( w)  w E[ x(t ) x(t ) ]w

(4)

Where E[.] denotes the expectation operator. The correlation matrix R is defined as
R  E[ x(t ) x(t )H ]

(5)

Generally, it is assumed that the array system platform is located in the far field of targets, and then the directional
signal from scattering of targets is induced with array as plane wave. By the array antenna theory, the k-th source
measured at one of the element of array is given by
M

x(t )   mk (t ) Sk  n(t )

(6)

k 1

As definition in [12], the steering vector of echoes are represented as
Sk  [1, e j ,..., e j ( N 1) ]

Where

(7)

is the phase delay. By introducing (4) and (7) into (5), correlation matrix R can be simply rewritten as
R  ps S0 S0 H  pI S I S I H   n2 I

(8)

2
Where So is the desired signal steering vector, and pS , pI , n are the power of the uncorrelated impinging desired
signal, interference and noise, respectively.

From the aforementioned analysis, the array system output power can be expressed as
P(w)  wH ( ps S0 S0 H  pI S I S I H   n2 I )w

(9)

2.2. Array Output Parameter
1) Beam Pattern
Weight of CBF is a static response to the elements of the array system. In contrast, the weight of MVDR is adaptive
on the array sample data, and it can be optimized with maximum impulse response to the desired direction of arrival. In
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this beamformer, array system can achieve minimum output power and maximum signal-interference-noise ratio
(SINR). Generally, CBF's weight is defined as
wCBF 

S0
N

(10)

MVDR’s weight can be derived from the following linearly constrained quadratic problem [13] as
H

H

minimize w R w subject to w S ( 0 )  1
w

(11)

Then the solution of (11) by least square method is performed as
1

H

1

wMVDR  R S (0 ) / ( S (0 ) R S (0 ))

(12)

By referring to [14] and using matrix Inversion Lemma, the correlation matrix R can be replaced by data snapshots
and expressed as
R

1 N
 x ( n ) x H ( n)
N 1

(13)

Where n is snapshot number of data, N is channel number.
2) Output Power and Array Gain
Assuming that noise and interference are uncorrelated, by introducing (10) and (12) into (9), respectively, the output
power for both CBF and MVDR beamformer is expressed as (14) and (15), respectively
PCBF  ps  pI

PMVDR 

S0H S I S IH S0  n2

N2
N

(14)

1
S0H R 1S0

(15)

Similarly, SINR for both CBF and MVDR beamformer can be obtained as [15]
SINRCBF 

ps
S0H S I S IH S 0  n2
pI

N2
N

(16)

SINRMVDR  ps S0H  pI S0H S I S IH S0   n2  S0
1

(17)

According to the [16], array gain for both CBF and MVDR beamformer can be derived as (18) and (19),
respectively

GCBF 

pI   n2
S S I S IH S 0  n2

pI
N2
N
H
0

GMVDR   pI   n2  S0H R 1S0

(18)

(19)
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Fig. (1) shows the beam pattern of output signal about CBF and MVDR beamformer. The case is that the degree of
arrival (DOA) of clutter is ±40º, and the steering direction is 0º, number of linear array antenna is 8, central frequency
of half wavelength antenna is 150 MHz, and element distance is half wavelength. As shown in Fig. (1), MVDR method
has a deeper null level of interference degree and performs better than CBF more than 30 dB. It means that MVDR
beamformer can decrease the clutter at the interference degree.

Fig. (1). Beam pattern of CBF and MVDR beamformer.

3. EFFECT OF ERROR ANALYSIS
3.1. Effect of Weight Vector Errors
Assuming that the error happens to weights of beamformer and follows statistics as (20), and mean output power
and SINR can be analyzed by [10]
 E    0 i, j  1,2,..., N
i


   E i j *    weight i  j

*
i j
 E i j   0

(20)

wˆ CBF  wCBF  CBF

(21)

wˆ MVDR  wMVDR  MVDR

(22)

By introducing (10), (12), (21) and (22) into (9), the output power of signal can be rewritten as (23) and (24),
respectively
H
H
H
H
PS _ CBF  ps ( wCBF
S0 S0H wCBF  CBF
S0 S0H wCBF  wCBF
S0 S0H CBF  CBF
S0 S0H CBF )

H
H
H
H
PS _ MVDR  ps ( wMVDR
S0 S0H wMVDR   MVDR
S0 S0H wMVDR  wMVDR
S0 S0H MVDR  MVDR
S0 S0H MVDR )

(23)
(24)

Taking the mean value on both sides in (23) and (24), the mean output power of CBF and MVDR beamformer about
signal can be expressed as (25) and (26), respectively
2
PS _ CBF  ps (1   CBF
N)

(25)

2
PS _ MVDR  ps (1   MVDR
N)

(26)
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Similarly, the mean output power of CBF and MVDR beamformer about interference and noise are given by (27)
and (28), respectively

PIN _ CBF  pI

PIN _ MVDR 

S

S0H S I S IH S 0  n2
2
N  pI   n2 

  CBF
N2
N

H
0

p S S
I

I

1
H
I

  I  S0
2
n

1

2
  MVDR
N  pI   n2 

(27)

(28)

Obviously, the output SINR of CBF and MVDR beamformer can be defined as (29) and (30)

 
SINRCBF

PS _ CBF
PIN _ CBF


SINRMVDR


PS _ MVDR
PIN _ MVDR

(29)

(30)

To study the error effects of beamformer, the SINR has been compared by both CBF and MVDR method with the
same parameters of array system. To simply analytical process, assuming,  n2  0.01 the input SIR is equal to 0 dB, 20
dB and 40 dB, respectively. Weight fluctuation is considered to follow statistics characteristics as (20). In Figs. (2 and
3), the output SINR of CBF and MVDR beamformer with different input SIR has been simulated. It shows that output
SINR of array system becomes worse with weight fluctuating increasing, and they have maximum SINR when errors of
weight are equal to zero. Compared to CBF beamformer, the SINR of MVDR beamformer has a higher value when
weight error is equal to zero. They have the same tendency of SINR as weight error changes. The output SINR is down
from 30 dB to 0 dB with weight error increasing from 0 to 0.2. It is obvious that the SINR of both MVDR and CBF
beamformer have better performance when the input SIR gets bigger. It means that the array system could get higher
output SINR with the input SIR increasing. However, they both perform not well when variance of weight becomes
larger. Kinds of reasons may cause the weight vector error, such as uncertainty in the positions of array elements,
assuming the plane wave arrives at the array and makes errors in the steering vector or phase. The numbers of snapshots
for calculating the correlation matrix may also cause weight errors. The output SINR is sensitive to the weight
fluctuation from the simulation in Fig. (2) and Fig. (3). It indicates that both MVDR and CBF beamformer should get
accurate weight to avoid output SINR becoming worse.

Fig. (2). Output SINR of CBF beamformer with error of weight vector.
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Fig. (3). Output SINR of MVDR beamformer with error of weight vector.

3.2. Effect of Steering Vector Errors
One reason for errors of steering vector is that the array system of platform can’t be steady all the time especially in
high-altitude radar for air turbulence. Assuming that variance of steering vector is distributed the same as (20), both
CBF and MVDR beamformer have the same steering vector errors with correlation spectral  s2 . From (9), we can get
the desired signal and clutter mean output power of CBF beamformer expressed as
ps
( N 2   s2 * Tr  S0 S0H )
N2

(31)

pI H
2
( S0 S I S IH S0   s2 * Tr  S I S IH  )  n2  N   s2 
2
N
N

(32)

PS _ CBF 

PIN _ CBF 

Where  

S0H RN1RN1S0

S

H
0

RN1S0 

2

, 

Tr  RN1 
S0H RN1S0

. Then SINR and gain of CBF beamformer can be given by

SINRCBF 

GainCBF 

pS
1   n2 
pS S0H S I S IH S0  n2 1   s2

N2
N

pI   n2
1   n2 
pS S0H S I S IH S0  n2 1   s2

N2
N

(33)

(34)

Signal-Plus-Noise matrix inverse processor is used for calculating weight of MVDR and it can be also replaced by
H 1
Noise matrix inverse as previously mentioned. Defining,   pS S0 RN S0 , Tr  denotes the trace of E  . The output
SINR and gain of MVDR beamformer can be expressed as

SINRMVDR  

1   n2 

1      2  2       
2
s

GainMVDR  ( pI   n2 )  S0H RN1S0  *

1   n2 

1      2  2      
2
s

(35)

(3)
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The output SINR for both CBF and MVDR beamformer with error of steering vector is shown in Figs. (4 and 5). It
can be seen that the output SINR of CBF beamformer declines slowly as variance of steering vector becomes larger. In
contrast, output SINR of MVDR beamformer declines quickly with linear change as steering vector variance changes
from 0 to 0.2. It means that the MVDR method is more sensitive to variance of steering vector than that of CBF
beamformer. Moreover, From (33) and (35) one can know that the denominator of SINRMVDR has  s2  2  2     
which does not exist in SINRCBF. The algebraic term leads to the output SINR of MVDR drops quickly.

Fig. (4). Output SINR of CBF beamformer with error of steering vector.

Fig. (5). Output SINR of MVDR beamformer with error of steering vector.

CONCLUSION
Interference and noise could mask the target signal in the array radar system, and the MVDR method can achieve
outstanding performance to decrease the clutter at the degree of arrival. However, output SINR that are related to errors
of weight and steering vector, may affect the beamformer performance. Error analysis is applied by both MVDR and
CBF beamformer method. Through building signal model and deriving the parameters of array system, the SINR of
MVDR and CBF is further studied. As compared to CBF beamformer, MVDR is more robust and sensitive to decrease
clutter. Furthermore, SINR of MVDR beamformer changes more quickly with the steering vector increasing. Because
the scenario couldn’t be ideal in engineering application, the performance of robust beamforming techniques should
also be studied with some variation on weight vector. Considering effects of perturbation with kinds of factors and
improving the robust characteristics of MVDR for processing complex scenario, which are our future work.
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